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 Gold prices rose today as risk appetite faded after getting a boost from an
agreement between the United States and Canada to salvage a North American
free trade deal. The major culprit behind gold’s painful downfall remains a
broadly stronger dollar and this continues to be reflected in price action.

 Spot gold was up 0.4 percent at $1,192.62, while U.S gold futures were 0.4
percent higher at $1,196.40 an ounce. Prices have hovered around $1,190/oz
and there is some demand from speculators and physical buyers at this level.

 A measure of U.S factory activity retreated from a more than 14-year high in
September as growth in new orders slowed, but supply bottlenecks appeared
to be easing, suggesting a steady pace of expansion in manufacturing.

     Higher U.S interest rates tend to boost the dollar and push bond yields up,
putting pressure on gold prices by increasing the opportunity cost of holding
non-yielding bullion. The dollar index against a basket of six major currencies
was steady at 95.27 after touching a three-week high at 95.37 in the previous
session.

 The gold bulls have to be discouraged that news of a NAFTA deal has failed
to provide the metals markets with classic physical buying off improving
macroeconomic conditions.

 Gold is likely to hover around $1,180-$1,210 an ounce in the near term. It will
need a circuit breaker such as a sharp fall in equities or some other global
event to break out of its range. Of course, the U.S dollar is key here.

Gold markets continue to be very choppy overall, and
therefore it’s not a huge surprise that it struggled a bit
during the trading session yesterday. It continue to go
back and forth, and it’s likely that it will see quite a bit
of noise overall. From a shorter-term perspective, it
recognize that the five dollar levels continue to be
important as well. In other words, short-term investors
will continue to bounce back and forth between these
large figures. The US dollar has been rather strong,
and with the strengthening interest rate cycle from the
Federal Reserve in a time of low rates around the
world, it may be waiting a while before it see the US
dollar helps gold. The market will eventually find its
footing, but in the short term this market as being one
that is traded off the 15 minute chart or something as
such. If it break down below the $1175 level, it will
break down to the $1100 level given enough time.
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 Gold nudged higher early today, having dipped
in the previous session, while U.S gold futures
were up 0.3 percent at $1,195 an ounce

 Gold prices are likely to see lower volatility, with
the Chinese markets closed for a week

 Gold prices remain dependent on the dollar at
this juncture

 The dollar index against a basket of six major
currencies was flat

 Gold was assisted by a largely stable U.S dollar
index
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 U.S oil prices hit their highest level since November 2014 today and Brent
crude was also near a four-year peak reached the previous day, with markets
preparing for tighter supply once U.S sanctions against Iran kick in next
month.

 U.S West Texas Intermediate crude futures marked $75.90 a barrel today,their strongest since November 2014. WTI has risen around 18 percent sincemid-August. With the fall in Iranian exports expected to accelerate in themonths ahead, the market turns to spare capacity in order to maintain marketbalance.
 International benchmark Brent crude oil futures were at $85.28 per barrel,

up 30 cents, or 0.4 percent, from their last close. That was not far off the
$85.45 peak reached in the previous session, the highest since November2014.

 WTI marked its highest front-month contract settlement since late November
2014, while Brent finish at its highest since late October 2014, according to
FactSet data.

 Crude’s rally over the past few months have been buoyed by declining Iranian
crude exports ahead of U.S economic sanctions against the Islamic Republic’s
oil industry, set to take effect Nov. 4.

 Oil markets have been pushed up by looming U.S sanctions against Iran’s
oil industry, which at its most recent peak this year supplied almost 3 percentof the world’s almost 100 million barrels of daily consumption. Oil pricescontinue to climb, supported by the nearing Iran embargo and related supplyconcerns.

The WTI Crude Oil market rallied rather significantly
during the trading session yesterday, the kick off the
week with a very strong move. It looks as if the market
is going to continue to reach towards the $75 level
above, and that’s only a matter of time. Beyond that,
it will eventually break above $75 and even reach
towards the $80. By doing so, it can go with the overall
attitude of the market and pick up value occasionally.
At this point, buying at these levels is simply “chasing
the trade. Brent markets also rallied during the day,
breaking above the $84 level, and looking very much
like they are going to reach $85 in a very short amount
of time. At this point, the market will continue to find
reasons to go higher, and at the $83 level as a bit of
a “floor” now. Any pullback close to that area should
invite fresh buying, just as a break above the $85 level
should send this market even higher.

 Oil futures rallied by almost 3%, lifting both U.S
and global benchmark crude to their highest price

 Brent has risen by more than 20 percent from its
most recent lows in August

 Oil futures rose nearly two percent with US crude
hitting July 4 highs

 Brent scaled November 2014 highs, as the dollar
index hit September 10 highs

 The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC), of which Iran is a member,
will struggle to replace export falls from Iran
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 Silver prices are trading moderately lower in early U.S trading today. Keener
risk appetite is in the marketplace early this week, as evidenced by U.S stock
indexes that are solidly higher and near their recent contract and record highs.

 The strong rally in the U.S dollar index late last week is also a bearish element
for the precious metals markets. It’s very likely going to take a geopolitical
shock to the marketplace to jumpstart a decent rally in the safe-haven gold
market.

 Silver futures rose in Asian trade as the dollar index traded off July 9 lows,
ahead of a high-profile speech by Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powel. Silver
futures due in December rose 0.57% to $14.59 an ounce, while the dollar index
inched up 0.03% to 95.32 away from three-month lows.

 Precious metals are sensitive to Federal Reserve interest-rate increases
because they can push up U.S bond yields, which can reduce the attraction
of nonyielding bullion, and tend to boost the dollar, which makes gold more
expensive for buyers using other currencies.

 The Fed is expected to raise its benchmark rate for a fourth time this year in
December and expectations for that move and any further tightening could be
informed by Friday’s payrolls data.

 The Federal Open Market Committee voted at the September 25-26 meeting
to increase overnight interest rates by 25 basis points for the third time this
year to just below 2.25%, as expected by analysts.

The Silver markets fell rather drastically to kick off the
week yesterday, reaching down towards previous
trading ranges again. Remember, silver is highly
volatile, and a return trip from the massive move higher
shouldn’t be much of a surprise. At this point, it’s
obvious that the $14.40 level is support, as it has been
resistance in the past. I think that support runs down
to at least the $14.20 level, perhaps even the $14 level
after that. While it would not jump in front of the selloff,
but at this point it’s likely that the buyers will return
eventually. At this point, the buyers will continue to
jump into this silver market between here in the $14
level, an area that has been historically important. If
it break down below that level, it’s likely that the selling
would increase, pressing this market down to the $12
level. It anticipate that short-term buying opportunities
should continue to present themselves.

 Silver prices are weaker as it slipped 0.8 percent
to $14.48

 A firmer U.S dollar index has the precious metals
under pressure

 Investors have also opted to buy the dollar and
U.S Treasury bonds as safe investments instead
of silver

 The Federal Reserve has been gradually
increasing rates since late 2015

 December Comex silver was last down $0.127
at $14.585 an ounce
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